Volunteering opportunity

The ‘Where are they now?’ careers events aim to demonstrate to current students the amazing places their degree can take them. Students are inspired by hearing from alumni who studied the same subject as them and these special events allow alumni to showcase their achievements post-graduation; and students to ask alumni questions about their career paths.

The ‘Where are they now? English’ event is for an opportunity for English alumni to showcase their career journey and help to influence the next generation of English graduates.

The event will take the form of a Q&A session between the alumni guest panel and current students. As an alumni guest speaker you will be asked to share any top tips for career development and also reflect on the skills you have gained. You will be asked to lead a discussion talking about their career path and current role, then giving students a chance to explore and ask further questions.

Who will suit this role?
We are looking for a diverse range of volunteers from a range of companies, however for this event we won’t be looking for teachers. This role is suitable for alumni who:

- Are based in the UK and can travel to Nottingham
- Studied an Undergraduate degree in English
- Graduated post-2000

When will the event take place?
Date: 10 March 2020
Time: 18:00-20:00

Expected number of volunteering hours: 3 hours (this includes arriving 30 minutes before start of event and excluding travel time)

Type of audience role will benefit
Undergraduate students

Interested in volunteering?
Please complete an application form today – a member of the team will then be in touch.